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We can dig it

THE GOLDEN SHOVEL
BITES THE DUST
{Science Building to
be finished by 1972)

BULLETIN
3-HOUR P.E. REQUIREMENT PASSED!
I

It was announced yesterday afternoon by the Faculty Senate that a three-hour Physical
Education requirement will be appended to the already approved 30-hour program.
This .means that every student, in order to graduate, must have tak_e n 3 hours of P.E. In our
article on page 3, we refer to the curriculum as "30-hour." This is no longer correct. The new
curriculum is now 33-hour. More details in our June 24 issue.
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COEDS!
IF

you're a college iunior
who has one summer month
to spare.

. .PRINT FAILS TO MEET OBLIGATIONS ..
I was in school today, and a
friend came up to me and asked if I
had seen the school newspaper. I
hadn't. So, I got a copy and read
it-or rather, read the article my
friend had called to my attention.
The article my friend wanted me
to read was one about undercover
agents on campus and some
people, of which I was one, that
the Print thought might be undercover agents.
At first I just laughed at the_ article and had some fun joking with
a couple of friends about what it
would be like to get into something
like the CIA and then use that
position to bring down pig Amer-·
ica . We even played at being mad
at the print; burning some copies
bf the paper, chasing down a
couple of friends who help put out
the Print and, in a half-serious
way, putting them against the wall
for being part of a paper which
deals in such bullshit. But we
didn't really get mad about what
the Print had done.
After I had been home awhile, I
realized that - by not treating what
the Print had done in a serious
manner - I had been wrong. I had
failed earlier in the day to see the
full range of consequences that the
Print's "U ndercover Agent Poll"
held, not only for the personal and
political lives of the five men
named in the poll, but also for the
personal and political lives of virtually every person who would
come in contact with that particular issue of the Print.
By making use of com~
monly-held knowledge of certain
individuals' political activism, by
deftly discovering that certain persons ~ere neither born "leftist"
nor born politically active, and
then by deciding that such
data-easily applicable to millions
.of Americans - was sufficient to
qualify five particular individuals
as suspected undercover agents,
the Print "proudly" presented its
undercover poll and quickly
stepped backwards into a growing
quagmire of paranoia peddlers and
sidewalk sleuths.
Needless to say, it doesn't bother me to which dustbin the Print,
by its aimless journalistic sputterings, is relegated. What does concern me, however, and I hope
would concern many other people,
is the extent to which such political and moral irresponsibility on
· the Print's part will further add to
the intimidation already felt by

hundreds of Northeastern's faculty and students who ·sh\- away
from political activism out of fear
of reprisals. And who, because
they remain politically inactive,
will never enjoy any real personal
control over the decisions - both
at school and in society - which
affect their daily lives.
And it is exactly on that question, the question of responsibility
for the hundreds of Northeastern
students and much of the faculty
who· are maneuvered into pow- ·
erlessness, that I find myself viewing the Print and its writers with
growing contempt.
Of course, it would be a mistake
to say that the Print or any of its
writers are completely responsible
for people's powerlessness. What
one can say, however, is that the
Print, as a predominently student
product, consistently fails to measure up to the needs of a student
community which is begrudgingly
compelled to support it. The
Print's "Undercover Agent Poll"
is just the most recent example of
that failure to meet students'
needs.
As the racist and sexist empire
of world imperialism, conceived
by America's ruling class, now
crumbles before the world forces
of socialist revolution, libertarianism, and national liberation,
the presence on campus and
throughout American society of
secret police, and the threat that
presence poses to traditional
American concepts of freedom,
are part and parcel of an entire
Pandora's box of horrid and inhumane realities which now face
the American people.
And when ThePnn-t~f~a=il-s -to~ d~e-m-onstrate any concrete understanding of America's present situation (such as not applying the responsibility and depth that the real
campus problem of undercover
agents-whether they be "narc's,"
members of the "Red Squad," as
was Frapolly, or police informers -demands) then the Print fails
to meet its obligations to Northeastern's community which already has had too frequent contact
with the repressive forces which
threaten to engulf all of American
society. Futhermore, such continued failure on the part of the
Print's writers to productively and
responsibly align themselves with
those forces which are struggling
to establish basic democratic and
human rights against those forces

REGINA JACKSON TO BLACK CAUCUS
Speaking for one member of
the Concert Series Committee
(myself) . I ' would like to say
"Bravo" for the beautiful reception given to Veronica Tyler af-

ter her brilliant performance,
Tuesday, May 26.
Miss Tyler (being one of the
truly great Black artiests) I'm
sure appreciated your thoughts

and respect for her.
Again - - BRAVO to
you-Black Caucus for being consistant (remember Odetta) and
reliable.

COMPLAINTS ON GRADUATION
On the subject of Graduation,
April, 1970.
After four years of suffering
through an undesirable curriculum, after being schooled not
educated, after being a product of
a syste(J1. which does not allow
for free and open self - inter-·
pretation, the graduating students of April, J 970, were forced
to sit through a disgusting gradu. ation cerempny.

There are a few questions that
should be answered: I) Whose
idea was it that graduation should
take place in a gymnasium? 2)
Who planned the set-up of the
P.A. system? (And by the way
who chose that speaker? He had
wonderfully relevant things to
say .) 3) Is "On the Street Where
You Live"
NISC's interpretation of " Pomp and Circumstance?

IF

you enioy comfortable
dormitory living with free
meals.

of r~pression which would deny
such rights, cannot help but raise
serious and disturbing questions as
to the political and moral competence and motivations of the
Print's writers.
There are undercover agents on
campus. I would strongly suggest
that the Print undertake a serious
effort to find them and unmask
them for what they are to the entire community, and stop trying to
make every day an April Fool's
day.
C. Pitcher
Conrad:
About a year ago, a well-known
student and so-called " radical ·
leader" here stopped into the office to charge PRINT with evils
not much different than those
which you have enumerated here.
He charged that we weren't keep~g Jerry and the boys upstairs
jumping enough, and he lamented ·
that we don't print nearly enough
profanity.
As we both know, a few months
later, that "radica(' became Officer Bill, and ./!!any of the activities
here wete, as'ylou point out, put
literally up against the wall.
The underc~ver agent piece
which appeared here last time was
intended first as a serious reminder, and second as a satire. If an
apology is in order, it is not because of the material, but because
it was not presented well enough
to get our message across.
We assembled our gallery of
candidates a couple of days_after
the rock festival, which brought
together more "politically active"
students than ever before. We did
so because it was quite obvious
that the crowd was spoiled with
agents of one type or another, and
there was no way to identify them.
And we felt the same fears that
you feel-that somewhere, probably reading this paper this morning, there is another Officer Bill
running around. And we're not
quite sure what he's looking for.
But the truly frightening thing is
that we cannot be surprised-even
if that agent turns out to be you, C .
Pitcher. That's how serious things
are .
.Thanks for your comments.
-KD

Those who attended the graduation remarked about its close
resemblance to a circus . A public
apology should be made to those
graduating students.
The physical education department should stick to basketball
wbich belongs in a gym that lacks
decorum as does alumni hall. I
hope that future graduations will
be handled more competently.
A Concerned Student

IF

you'd like an inside look
at the Women's Army Corps
while getting paid $231.
Ask about the College Junior Program.

"7'omen's Army Corps
Women's Army Corps Counselor
US Army Moin Station
615 W. Van Buren St.
Chicago, Ill. 60607
I would like lo learn more about !he WAC College Junior Program .

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CitY-----------County _________
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ iip _ _ _ _ _ __
College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Age _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER WORK

DRIVE A YELLOW
Just telephone CA 5-6692 or
Apply in person at 120 E. 18th St.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY
DRIVE A YELLOW
Short or full shift adjusted to
your school schedule.

DAY, NIGHT or WEEKENDS
Work from garage near home or school.

Thc \ortlwa-.tcrn

PRINT
The Northeastern PRINT is presently on its traditional summer slow-down. We have geared our
massive operation down to pick up the slack of
missing staff members and reduced interest. While
PRINT is in this lethargic summer phase it is producing only eight pages every other week. Since it is a
snap to pour out eigh t measly pages we don't need
the beaucracy set up for full production. Taking that
fact into account you will understand our temporary
offing of all elitist positions and the title and privileges wh ich accompany them. We are now a
co-operative, with all the people on the staff working_tog.,t_her _!o publi_sh PRINT.
The PRINT is published at Northea stern Illinois
State College, 5500 N . St. Louis Chicago,. 60625.
Opinions expressed herein are ·n ot necessaril_y thos e
of the Administration and need reflect the v iews of
the individual contributor only. Address comments
and letters and contributions to the PRINT office

Roger Bader
Ha.I Bluethma n
Del Breckenfe ld
Noreen Ciesielczyk
Susan Concorder
Gene Corey
Monika Czehak
Ken Davis
Cindy Dubas
Marnie Fournier
Ellen Friedman
Maura Geo rge
Dave Green
Frank Konrad
Jim Martin
Connie McNee ly
Mickey Sagrillo
Larry Spaeth
Bill Spreitz er
Gary-Dale Stockmann
Roberta Thoma s

E-45.
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ABOUT THAT NEW·
CURRICULUM...
Since its initiation two weeks ago, there
has been a great deal of confusion about
certain aspects of NISC's new 30-hour
curriculum. Many advisers were allegedly
informing their students that the new curriculum applied only to liberal-arts studen'ts, or only to students in certain other
programs.
There have been many questions about
the dropping of courses, especially those no
longer required under the new curriculum.
Most students, however, simply want to
know what must be done to get into the new
• program.
For the answers, PRINT visited Dr.
Richard 0 . Poorman, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs, who has been
working very closely with the matter, and
who recently completed a memo to key personnel affected by the change.
Or. Poorman stresses several major
points. First, the curriculum change affects, and applies to, every student at this
college. Second, it automatically takes effect on the first day of the full trimester.
Third, though individual students may be in
programs which require more hours, the
thirty hour basic is all that is required for
graduation from Northeastern Illinois State
College.
That last point, of course, is the least understood. It means that, at Northeastern,

any student w.ho has successfully completed
129 hours, thirty of which have fallen in the
specified areas, is eligible for graduation . It
does not mean, however, that he is eligible
for a ·specific degree, such as elementary,
secondary, or special education . It simply
means that he has met the institutional requirement.

planning to teach in Chicago may still have
·to take many courses not otherwise
quired. The requirements for each city and
county are quite different. This information, while too detailed to present here, is
available from departmental advisors in the
college of education .
In that broad sense, then, the change af- '
fects every student here. Even though some
Dr. Poorman related this to a student in education students may have almost all
medicine. When he enters that program, he their hours prestructured over and above
accepts the obligation to study certain areas NISC's requirement, there were numerous
which apply to him -such as anatomy. If the courses once required only by the college,
university only requires that he take history not essential to the degree program, which
and math, this does not mean that he could now need not be taken, and which may be
graduate an M.D. on the university require- replaced, perhaps by an elective more interments alone.
esting to the individual.
The education departments at NorthBecause of the changes in requirements,
eastern do have very specific requirements
many students have been contemplating
in certain areas. In addition, the requiredropping courses. Dr. Poorman reports
ments of the state and local area in which
that many students have sought his advice
the student hopes to teach also apply. Howon the matter. He has been reminding stuever, effective January 1969, the State of dents that the institution still requires 129
Illinois liberalized its requirements considhours for graduation, so it is foolish to drop
erably, deleting, for the most part, the
a course unnecessarily. If a student feels ,
names of specific courses. Instead, it calls • though, that he could more profitably
for courses in specific fields, such as lanspend his time in another course, the matter
guage arts, social science, etc
becomes one of his own discretion.
Witli electives, the State of. Illinois reAs mentioned, the new curriculum bequires I 20 hours in its semi-structured procomes effective on the first day of the fall
trimester. Anyone attending· this institution
gram, both for secondary and elementary
education. The city of Chicago, though, is at that time will be subject to it. Students ·
still requiring specific courses, so students
who have been attending Northeastern for

re-

STUDENT ASSEMBLY TOMORROW

BRYON BECOMES PRESIDENT:
CA~LS E~ECTION THIS MONTH
Jay P . Byron, active with student government here for over two years, became President of the Student Government last week
when "president" Charles Greenberg officially resigned from the position. There was
little, if any, reaction, since Greenberg had
been appointed to the position by another
resigned President, Tony Wiszowaty.
" President" is the only position exi~ting in
NISC's student government, since the government was effectively dissolved in a student referendum last November.
As his first act of office, Jay Byron called
a full student assembly for tomorrow afternoon at 11 :00. He also called student gov_e rnment elections on June 24, 25 and 26.
At the assembly, Byron plans to explain
'in full the importance of the elections, and
he will sample student opinion as to which
positions should be included on the ballot.
Tentatively, ,he plans to elect students to the
_following positions:
All officers of the government. What those
officers are to be will be decided at the assembly.
All senators in the government. How many
senators are to be elected will also be decided tomorrow.
Representatives to Northeastern's Board of
Governors.
Representatives to the student advisory
board of the State Board of Higher Education.

Jay Byron
Members of a student judiciary board. Details of this plan are also be to presented
tomorrow.
Members of a student services board. This is
to govern such services as the cafeteria, according to Byron.
Obviously, there is quite a bit to be dis-

cussed tomorrow afternoon . "Turnout at
this assembly will determine what's going
to happen to student government. If you
don't come, don 't complain about your
government, " Byron said in an interview
with PRINT.
The elections will not only cover those
areas outlined above, but any others that
might be introduced at the student assembly. Byron suggests that there may be a n
election for " re presentatives to a ll majo r
councils a nd co mmittees," and representatives to an "administrative advisory
board." There will probably be a number o f
referendum issues on the ballot, too, a lthough they rer1ain to be finalized.
Dr. Howenstine, Dean of Students, and
Dr. Poorman , Acting Vice President for
Academic Affairs, .have both requested
time to speak at the assembly. Both reportedly favor holding a student election in the
near future .
Unless something goes wrong, the elections will open two weeks from today. This
leaves very little time for signing up potential candidates, so Byron and the few people
working with him have very little time. According to Byron, there will be many varied
programs, including a series of special Bugg
House Squares in the cafeteria.
Next week, if the election is still to be
held, PRINT will present an election supplement to introduce the candidates.

several trimesters who may have completed
most of the requirements probably need
take no further courses under the old curriculum, unless they so desire. In fact, a
number of students were reported to have
delayed graduation by a trimester in order
to replace "undesirable" courses under the
old 63 hour system with other courses of
their choosing.
When the 63 hour structure was introduced in 1966, it replaced an old 93 hour
system. Since many students had already
fulfilled much of the old curriculum, and
changing to a new would create unusual
hardship, it was decided that each student
would have to determine for himself whether or not he wished to change over. Since
the new thirty-hour curriculum no longer
specifies individual courses, but simply requires a number of hours in certain fields ,
the change-to-change decision is not necessary this time. Virtually every student, no
matter what his field, or what he may have
already taken , fits into the new program.
At this writing, the only aspect of the new·
curriculum yet to be determined concerns
the physical education requirement. If the
faculty approves a three-hour requirement,
the curriculum will actually be 33 hours,
rather than thirty. If so, a bulletin to this
effect will have appeared on the front page
of this issue.

NISC
CALENDAR
OFEVENTS
Wednesday, June 10.
Bugg House Square. Speakers
from the Patriot Party. 2-4 pm.

Thursday, June 11.
Black Heritage-Black Caucus
Concert.
1 :00. Auditorium.
Physical Education Department
will sponsor ·a demonstration
on Asian Dance with Kim-OnWong. 1 :00. L.T. Fun Night.
6:30-9:30 . Gymnasium .

Friday, June 12.
Stage Players presents PEACE.
8:30. Auditorium.

Saturday, June 13.
PEACE. 8:30. Auditorium. Tick-

ets Available.

Tuesday, June 16.
Interpreters Theatre presents
Dorothy Goldberg. 1 :00. l .T.
Free Film Series. Soldier in the
Rain. 7:30 Auditorium.

-Wednesday, June 17.
PEACE. 8:30. Auditorium.
Bugg House - Speakers from
Austin Field Center 2-4; North
Dining Hall.

Thursday, June 18.
PEACE. 8:30. Auditorium.

NEW APPROACH FOR
GRADUATION CEREMONY
The Northeastern commencement exercises, which outgrew our tiny auditorium
years ago, have been held in various places
around the city ever since, to the growing
dissatisfaction of students and faculty.
For August, according to Acting Academic Vice President Richard 0. Poor-

man, there will be some changes made.
To be held on August 23, this will be the
first Sunday commencement exercise in
Northeastem's history. It will be held
downtown, at Orchestra Hall. The time is
not yet definite, but it will be in the afternoon or early evening.

In the past, the gathering has always
moved back to Northeastern for a reception, but this function has been "outgrown", according to Poorman. The funds
ordinarily used for the reception will instead be used to pay the extra cost of
renting Orchestra Hall.
·
·'

Friday, June 19.
School of Contemporary Ballet.
5:00. l.T. and F-110. PEACE.
8:30. Auditorium.

Saturday, June 20.
PEACE. 8:30. Auditorium.

Tuesday, June 23.
Band Concert. Out-doors. 1 :00.
In case of rain it will be held
in the Auditorium. Free Film
Series. Cool Hand Luke. 7:30.
Auditorium .
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---•Maggie
Davis

WE WERE very pleased ... to have been invited last Thursday to Northeastern's
groundbreaking ceremony. It was one of the most delightful affairs we have seen in many
years. Our sincerest congrats to Jerry Sachs and a ll the fine gentlemen responsible for the
occasion. Following are some of our observations ...
The affair looked like a veritable social register ... Walter Duda, the well known, much
loved local political dynamo, and Sam Letkowicz both were on hand, to everyone's
delight.
OVERHEARD at the speakers' platform .. . Bill Lienemann, NISC's husky, everyyouthful Vice-President, leaning over to Jay Byron, dynamic -student President, and
asking, "Isn't this wonderful , Jay?," and Jay agreeing gleefully.. .
.
PROBABLY the most exciting moment was the fir.§t display of the coveted Gold
Shovel. It had been carefully stored for ten years (it was originally used to break ground in
1960 for the palacial campus that now stands at Northeastern) in the office of the Parental School, next door. For the ceremony, it was given a fresh coat of glittering Sears Gold
Paint. The shovel was basically modeled after a routine coal shovel (except of course for
the color) to symbolize the down-to-earth attitude reflected in the college's curriculum.
WHITE construction hats were supplied by the contractor for the ceremony. The
White beautifully offset President Sachs' basic grey business suit ... Mrs. Zeamore Ader
did not wear a white hat, but she was busily engaged in lively discussion over punch later
on ... A faculty member mistook her for the lovely wife of Congressman Roman Pucinski
who was unable to attend.
SPEAKING of Congre~ man Pucinski, he also was unable to attend. Also sending
their regrets were Mayor Daley, whom we love dearly, Representative Bernard Wolfe,
and Governor Richard Ogilvie. All were invited, but were too busy ... Neither ?resident
Nixon nor Vice-President -~gne'Y w~re on hand, though Lieutenant Francis "Bud"
Flood had issued high-powered walki~ talkies to his men, and reported that he would be
able to provide adequate security.
PRESIDENT Jerry Sachs almost forgot to dig the ground .. . he was in such a hurry to
get the ceremony over with that he walked off the stage, and had to be reminded that he
hadn't broken ground ... It was interesting that the area in which the groundbreaking
occured was one of the few patches of green left on the field. The contractor had begun
digging the day before.
AT the punch table, lots of interesting things happened. The President of the construction company, just returning from being photographed, remarked to Mel Skv~la,
"Wow, that was fun, but the shovel is still wet." ... Speaking of Mel Skvarla, that fas~mat"ing, eligible bachelor who runs campus planning, we ~ e re told
~d Brown, the pamter,
that he could drink a whole bowl of punch at one standmg. He d1dn t get a chance to prove
it though, because Mrs. Strax from the cafeteria was running things, and she doesn't
allow that kind of behavior.
,
TWO things will stand out in my.mind as the most stirring, One was the magnificent
re·ndition of the "Star Spangled Banner" by a couple of students on tubas and trumpets. _It
was beautiful! The flag was catching a brisk westerly wind, and some ofus were almost m
tears. The other thing was the introduction, during the ceremony, of everyone who was
instrumental in getting the Science Building going. All the local politicians and community leaders and college administrators took the credit they richly deserved for the planning of a firre building.
.
AS a fitting end to a beautiful day, everyone went to Jerry's house for cocktails. Of
course, we weren't invited. But we heard stories about that affair that would curl your
hair. Too bad we can't talk about them in this family newspaper.

?Y

STAN DALE SHOW MOVES
TOWLS-FM
Stan Dale will be host of a new telephonetalk show on WLS-FM beginning June 22,
it was announced today by Craig Bowers,
general manager of the station. The program will be broadcast Mondays through
Fridays from l0:20 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
In making the announcement, Bowers
said: "After talking with several possible
moderators and meeting with our College
Advisory Board, we feel that Dale is well
aware of the problems in Chicago and that
he will fit right in with our programming
concept. We realize that controversy has
been his downfall previously, but we look
; forward to an intelligent and incisive program. We believe that the function of this

ART CENTER
OPEN HOUSE
The Art Department in cooperation with
the West River Park Civic Association is
sponsoring an "Open House" on Sunday,
June 14, 1970, from 2:00 p .m. to. 5:00 p.m.
at the department's new Art Center, 5001
North Troy Avenue (northeast corner of
Troy and Argyle Streets) to introduce the
Art Center to the surrounding community.
Everyone is invited to attend. Mr. Fran_k
Fritz mann, Assistant Professor of Art, 1s
the faculty coordinator of the building.
For fu r ther information abou t the Art
Center a nd its projected uses please conta ct
Mrs. Cla r ice H allberg, Art Departmen t
Cha irman, or Mr. F ritzmann . . • • - - - •

talk show is to .give our listeners a chance to ·
air their views and 'tell it like it is."'
Dale will also feature special guests in
addition to an open telephone line.
He was most recently with WBBM-FM
and prior to that with WCFL, both in Chicago. He was a news announcer with WLSAM for nine years until 1969.
A native of New York City, Dale is a
graduate of New York University and
Wayne State University. He holds a B.A .
and M.A. degree in psychology, and is cur-1
rently completing work toward a PhD at
Roosevelt University.
-He, his wife and their six children live on
·Chicago's Northwest Side.

NISC Student
Wins Special
Scholarship
Miss Janice Breitsameter, a geography
major at NISC , has received a scholarship
from The Geographical Society of Chicago
fo r outstanding achievement. The scholarship was for $600 .00. Miss Breitsameter is
allowes:I to use the money for any part of
her ed!tcation.
She· is one of two students in the United :
States who received this scholarship this:
year. The Geograph y department exte nded I
its congratulat ions to Miss Breitsameter for·
her achievement.

Wednesday, June 10, 1970_

"Recognition" Dinner Held

STUDENT TEACHERS TRY
NEW APPROACH
.by Glen J urmann
On Ma y 25, an "evening of recognition "
for those involved in a "duality in educaiion" was held in the auditorium here at
Northeastern. The event included a buffet
supper .and an after-dinner program, in
which Dr. Richard L. James , Associate Director of the Amorican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, was the keynote speaker. Mr. George Grimes, Director
of Student Teaching, was host for the affair,
which was co-sponsored by NISC and the
. AACTE.
The "Duality in Teacher Education
Concept" is an innovative approach to student teaching which, among other things,
tries to induce behavior modification ap- .
proaches in the classroom. The heart of the
concept is to split a student teacher's experience between 8 weeks in an inner city
school and 8 weeks in an outer city or suburban school. Student teachers often work
in pairs, exchanging their respective assign-

ments at the end of eight weeks.
Inner city assignments are drawn from
the west, near north, and uptown areas of
the city, while others are drawn from the
suburbs.
Dr. James, who received his Ph.D. from
the University of Maryland, praised the
project, while com!Uenting that something
must be done to save our urban areas.
Also at the dinner was Dr. Donald
Dinkmeyer, professor of education at DePaul, who spoke of a recently published
report on the evaluation of teachers. He
pointed out that authoritarian methods are
no longer effective in the classroom. A
teacher, he said, shouldn't love children; he (or she) should like them.
The program was conduded with comments made by three NISC students who
took part in the project. All praised it and
expressed hope that it would continue on.

BOOK EXCHANGE OPENS AGAIN
FOR JULY-AUGUST CLASSES
NISC's book exchange, which made its
debut during the first week of this trimester, will be back again in about two weeks. ·
The service is being offered by the office of
Cliff Harralson, Director of the Commuter'
Center'.
Since the bookstores offer very little resale value for used books, the book exchange is simply an- effort to let the individual student set his own resale price.
The exchange will open Thursday, June

25 and Friday, June 26 to collect books. It
then opens Monday, June 29 through July I ,
for sale of books. Hours durir,g all days are
9:00 to 3:00.
Speaking of the new service, Harralson
said, "Students who come to buy books will
probably be surprised. They may find they
can buy good books for less than they had
expected ."
The book exchange will occur in the
Game Room above the South Dining Hall.

BLACK HERITAGE
PRESENTS CONCERT
On June 11, 1970, at 1 P.M ., the Black
Heritage Club will sponsor a choral concert, in the college auditorium. They will
present the Farragut High School Choir, a
Chicago Public School music organization
. from Chicago's Westside.
The director of the 75 member strong
choir is Miss Constance DuBose, an
alumna of Farragut High School and its
choir.
The choir has participated in many cit-

RUSSIAN CLUB
VISITS USSR
· During the break, some members of the
Russian Club visited the Soviet Union.
They visited Leningrad, Kiev and Moscow
and had opportunities to see the Soviet
educational system and spellk with Sc;,viet
students.
The Russian Club will be showing films
and slides as weU as informative talks on
their visit to the Soviet Union. Russian
Club meetings are held each Tuesday at
I :00 in Room A-130. All are welcome to
participate in these discussions.

ywide events; most recently, the National
Music Educators Convention held in Chicago last month, and have also made appearances on WTTW's Black Cultural Program, "Our People."
They have also participated in the Citywide Music Competitions for the Chicago
Public Schools. In that competition, they
have received the highest rating of Superior for the last eight years.
The concert at Northeastern, will culminate their current semester activities.

SHAFER
FLORISTS
BRYN MAWRKIMBALL
PHONE - 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT TO All
NISC STUDENTS & FACULTY

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE
HOUR S, DAILY 10-5, 30

STEREO L.P.'s-$3 . 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5 .50
MONAURAL L.P .'s-$1 .00

MON & THUR 10-9 SAT 10 - 5
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The Bridge

APP
A
A
Greasy grill asphalt with my name carved
Oozin' and gr-vin' under hand-painted
white walls,
With grassless lawns flonlcing its sides
And a hazy sun with no tr-• to hide
c-led by a red hydrant's flow
Littered with many a child's pirate gold
It's a &Ioele river flowing in a canyon of
ancient smolcy mansions
Where legion papsicle sticlcs become a
ghetto IOflflftr's dream

"Heyl Hillbilly Le Croy's car ran over my
scooter
And Six-toes got shot at Blaclcies".
Bo&Prosi
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PATRICK McPHEE: EDITOR

SMOKE
smoke
rises thru a lampshade
hangs empty
and fades .
thought
skips th ru my mind
flies away before
I can capture it.
" It was o good ideo, I think ...
Well, maybe . ..
But I don't remember."
thought and smoke
are gone.

;. gr-n,
march'70

Words of self-illumination
Come forth from darkened caves
like bats
That are able to maneuver
Out of the labyrinth of ignorance
Where they rest on wet stone
topsy-turvy

" Place the purple statue, he said, over near the
. ice cubes and don't forget to use silence.".
He d idn't realize that sound and noise are the
some thing.
I' m sure his high school, wh ich he d idn't have,
served cold fire and hot ice in their imitation
coca cola.
The moon owns purple statues,
But first claim goes to the l st Notional Bank
and some tea chers college in the Midwest.
I w ish I knew the combination to success so I
could have a p urple statue.
Strawberry straws, ond pumpkin hearts loy on
the rusty iron table.
Fo rtunately my hand wa s there too but my
head, ... my head.
I fe e l th at if I'm not careful, li ke a ge nie, I'll
someday tra de places w ith the purp le stat ue .
It's getting colder this s p ring .
FRANK HAZELWOOD

Ron Prost

the Navajo
drinks from waters
swiftly/flowing
over smooth cobble beds

Alan
Krawczylr.

February 23rd
The vague dream I had once lost
while on a casual walk,
has drifted into my mind
again and startled me
with a brief hello.
He shook my hand, patted
my back and asked
the time of day: going
on two yean and
getting dark.
He selfishly pushed out all
other thoughts to make room
for his corrupting obcession.
Turning my world upside
down and rattling
every bone, he kissed
my forehead and whispered
quicksilver words .
Margaret Crelli n

He thought of how he faiied in life,
And how his dream crashed down.
He thought of how she laughed
At him and said he was a clown.
He thought of how his mother cried,
And how his father called him " worthless boy."
He thought and thought but all that
Remained was an echo, ' 'worthless
boy."
The clouds drifted lazily
Across a sky of purest hue.
The sun was high and hot and gold,
And stilled the breeze. that blew.
In waves of flowing motion,
The flowers of the field billowed.
Free swallows soared and dipped,
And the young ones swiftly followed .
Glorianne Gray wiped away a tear
And tried to wear a smile.
She fi xed her d ress and brushed her
hair,

But her heart wept all the while.

Willing to tell anyone who can hear
Their high-pitchlt(I range of thouilht
secrets
·
of the fortified caverns

Most come back to stay
inbat-ean

Five different men are all the same;
And the woman who cries over bubbles in her
milk;
Are all objects of unconfusion in the eyes of o
purple statue.

Murderers always
spealc _in quite meticulous
lies: America

Till their bl-d confuses brains
Or acid-water eats away their hold
They fly into the night

They offer the ability to see and hear
Their sounds of undentanding
By bouncing ;waves onto any man

THE PURPLE STATUE

Hailcu

Along the ripples of th• sand,
Come shadows of the moon .
And with the stars go hand-in hand
Into the light of noon .
From whence thtty came, do they return.
At dawn, Apollo streaks the sky. ·
Thus so the heavens glo_w and burn,
And the evening can only die.
Michael Blue smiled sadly,
And sang a song of tears.
He walked ttie path slowly,
With his collie at his heels.

laid primitive
moccasins make impressions
· in soft banks
buttocks rest on h-ls
while slowly
hands form a chalice
_c alked with weathered skin
that dips down to his own
and draws up
to lips that split
and bleed
and sting
with each sip
of cold water
his life
his freeness
flow ing/swiftly
away
R. Zabransky

She thought of how he d isappeared
And never again returned.
She thought of the forbidden shame,
And how her conscience burned.
She thought of the child within her,
Who was not yet ten weeks old;
And of the world that approached her,
Hostile and cruel and cold.
The giant bridge towered solidly
Above the th rashing water.
For almost a century and a half
The river had tumbled under.
The jagged rocks were rarely seen
As the water rusned above tnem,
Formidable and over~powering,
Waiting silently to condemn.
Michael Blue and Glorianne Gray
Simultaneously reached the bridge.
Each stared at the swirling Charybdis
And watched the sun sink behind a
ridge .
They turned and their eyes met
And both saw the deep confusion.
They spoke and each told of
Their p rivate, secret delusion.
How simple it would be, they thought.
What a welcome end to the ir troubles
and care.
Their Shang ri-la was wa iting for them.
They couldn't resist the rivers jeering
dares.
The b irds stopped flying
And the wi nd stopped blowing .
The clouds stopped drifting
And the grass stopped growing .
The world ceased to turn
And the s un no longe r shone.
All m atte rs of existence stopped,
Except the river's low, sad moan.
Th ree days late r the bod ies were found ,
Mang led, blood ied and dead s ,
The water beneath the bridge still ra n,
End le ss ly, chu rn ing and red .
So en d s my ta le of so rrow and death
Of Mic hael Blue and Glori a nne G ra y:
And of how the y decid ed to e nd their lives
Ono glorio us, w orm summer d ay.

. . · . Margaret Crellin
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ETTEN ANSWERS MENINGITIS
QUESTIONS
Miss Marion Etten, Co-ordinator of
Health Services, was asked last week by
PRINT to explain some facts about the
disease meningitis, since Bonita Rae Kopakin, an NISC student, died from that disease on May 20. There were fears that the
disease was highly contageous. · Here is
Miss Etten's reply :

Method of transmission

Recently a student at this college died of a
very virulent form of meningitis. The news
of her disease and death brought inquiries
about the disease and we believe it may be
fruitful to inform via the school paper some
facts that may enlighten and consequently
disspell unwarranted fear.

Control of a case or diseased person

Meningitis is defined as inflammation of
membranes (meninges) of the spinal cord
or brain or both. The inflammation can be ·
caused by viruses, bacteria, protozoa,
yeasts or fungi, usually introduced into the
meninges from foci elsewhere in the body.
It can be a complication of otitis media,
mastoiditis and brain abscess. Infections of
the sinuses and tonsils also may extend to
the meninges. The infecting organism may
be carried by the blood stream from foci in
the lungs, heart valves, bones or even the
skin, to the brain. Meningitis can follow
skull fracture when the wound is directly
contaminated. Some types of meningitis by
causative agent are H . influenzae, pneumococcal, streptoccal, tuberculous, syphilitic
and meningococcal.

From per-son to person; by droplet spray from the nose and mouth
of apparently healthycarriers or
persons who have a mild upper
respiratory infection. Through articles freshly soiled by discharges
from nose and throat of a case or
carrier.

1. Isolate until 24 hours after start
of chemotheraphy
2. Chemotherapy may be used on
household contacts.
3. Concurrent disinfection of secretions of nose and throat is required .
4. Terminal cleaning is required.
Control of contacts
No restrictions. No quarantine.
Medical surveillance is profitable.
General measures·

1. Prevent overcrowding in living
quarters, working quarters, public
conveyances, and especially in
military barracks, camps and
ships.
2. Chemotheraphy may be used
on household contacts.
. In summary, the transmission of this disease, like so many other communicable
diseases is enhanced by close physical
proximity with a carrier or diseased perSigns and symptoml> of meningococcal son. The portal of entry for this and many
communicable diseases is the nose and
type meningitis:
mouth. Susceptibility or immunity of an
Sudden-uonset ,with high fever,
individual is not known. There are no imsevere headache, projectile vommunizing agents against this disease. Initing, sometimes convulsions foltelligent care of any upper respiratory inlowed by rigid neck and· back.
·foction is always wise.
Symptoms continue to grow rapidly in severity until delerium
INFORMATION SOURCES:
and/or coma.
1. Rules & Regulations for Control of
Incubation period:
.Communicable Disease-Illinois Dept.
Public Health. 1965
2 - 10 days - commonly 3 - 4
2. Taber's Medical Dictionary • 1965
days
3. Merck Manual, 1966

COUPONS AVAILABLE FOR
TWO HITS
'-,

Student Staff discount coupons are now
available through the Speech and Performing Arts Department for the performance of the musical hit, I DO ! I DO!
starring Phil Ford and Mimi H ines at the
Auditorium Theatre . The play will run
from May 25 thru June 20. Coupons may
be exchanged at the theatre Box Office:
Monday thru Thursday 8:30 p.m. Save
$ 1.00 on regular prices of $7 .00, $6.00,
$5.00, $4.00, and $3.00. Exchange of the
coupons must be 24 hours prior to the
performance . Offer is subject to capacity.
With special school exchange coupons a

discount rate will be offered for the Max
Morath show at the Happy Medium. These
coupons will be available at the Speech
Department or through Dr. Robert Walker. With the coupons all seats will be $3.00.
The scheduled performance times are:
Wednesday and Thursd11y at 8:30 p.m .;
Friday and Saturday at 11 p.m.; Sunday at
3:00 and 7 :30 p.m. Call for evening performances after 3:45 to assure reservations. Exchange of the coupon must-be one
half hour prior to the performance at the
box office. Limited number of seats available at discount price.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
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CHICAGO ILLINI CONFISCATED:
CENSORSHIP PROBLEMS
AT CIRCLE
The CHICAGO ILLINI, . Circle
Campus' student newspaper: was confiscated last Wednesday evening by the
University Chancellor. · Dave Skora, the
pubtication's managing editor, when contacted by PRINT, reported that, though
several thousand copies had been removed
from the stands, they were returned to the
Illini offices, and recirculated by hand . Reportedly, the University was refusing permission for the organization to circulate in
the allotted newsstands .
Two pieces in the paper allegedly caused
the conflict, First, the results of the "second
annual Mariano Quintana sweepstakes"
were printed on page one. The sweepstakes, named for a Spanish faculty member fired last year despite the efforts of
students to get him retained, is in the form
of a ballot, which is to be filled out by
. students. The object is to name the worst
teacher at the University, and the one receiving the most votes is declared winner. _
The front-page story, written by editor
Kevin Sullivan, included quotes from comments written on ballots. These were allegedly considered "obscene" by University
administration.
In the same paper, a photograph was
shown of a girl stripping during a strike pro-

gram on campus. Pictures were also shown
of the "nude swim-in" held later in the
week .
Editor Sullivan had been asked to appear
on "At-Random" this weekend, but there
was no confirmation of wltether he was to
appear.

Gas pains
relieved

GLENLAKE,

Babysitter wanted, days, for a 2 year old girl for the
second 8-weeks of the trimester: Mondays 10:30 2:30, Wednesdays 9:30 - 1 :30, and Thursdays 9:30 12:30. In my home or yours. Phone : 271-2318 Linda Weber.
THESE ADS ARE FREE - MORE OF YOU PEOPLE
SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US !
FOR SALE:
Misf! en.train · ·
French text & workbook (by Benamou/l onesco)

Set $6.00
Text (alone) $5.00
For more information contact: Sherry Alpert
743-4537 - evenings
FOR.SA.LE: Blonde human hair 26" fall! Goad condition! $15.00 Call Jan - OR 5-5075.
FOR SALE: Folk guitar & case excellent condition!
Highest offer. Call Jan - OR 5-5075.
" Maura is looking for some quickies!" - D. Green

Coach Kane is a liberal.
Coach Kane Fan Club meets in E-45 Monday nights.
"Uh hhhhhhhh ........" - by Dave Green

l

'-

603S N. BROADWAY
Open Eves.
Closed Sun .
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TH Ol/SANDS" OF "JCANS
WfTH T0Ps ·70 MATCH
OPEN
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3JO'I- W. FOSTER
CHICA401 ILL.
.

For: Singles - Over "21"

'°I

"'~,,,-s

GALS

Seek

Where: Court of the Lions
One and a half bedroom garden apartment, one
block from school, 100.00/month sub-let. Married
couples only. Immediate occupancy. 539-4876.

at

6935 N. Sheridan Rd.
Chicago, Illinois
When: Thursday, June 18
8:30 p.m.
FIRST DRINK ON THE HOUSE!

. gthe
feoturll' t-1 fJ,."E"
""""'0 ,so _
$2.00
ADMISSION
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"LEMON SKY" OPENS JUNE 25
The Ivanhoe Theatre today announced
the booking of "LEMON SKY", an exciting new play, direct from Broadway,
with the original cast and director. Written
by Lanford Wilson, "Lemon Sky" will replace the previously scheduled production
of "Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf!" and
will run from June 25th through August
2nd.
According to Ivanhoe owner, Richard
Jansen, . "It became necessary to replace
"Who's/Afraid Of Virginia Woolf', and to
secure a guest director when George Keathley, our Producer Director was quite suddenly hospitalized. Keathley will undergo
surgery and will be ·out for another month."
"Lemon Sky" will star Christopher Walken and James Broderick ; Warren Enters
will direct.

According to New York Times drl!ma
critic, Clive Barnes, "Lemon Sky" is a
bright new play! Lanford Wilson can
write ... his characters spring alive on
stage ... he holds our attention ... he engages
our heart. His best play ... it has the immediacy of the way we live. A play very well
worth seeing." Edwin Newman of NBCTV says, "The theme is relationships within
a family ... of the memories, the accomodations, the resentments, the fires that
burn beneath the skin and finally burst
through. Lanford Wilson is a major American 'playwright."
Tickets for the Ivanhoe Theatre 's first direct from Broadway import are now on sale
at the Ivanhoe Theatre box office, 3000
North Clark. Telephone reservations are
accepted ... 248-6800.

RUSH BARBARA
IN LITTLE THEATER
by Marnie Fournier
Miss Barbara Rush, star of "Forty Car.ats" at the Blackstone Theater, volunteered her time here Tuesday afternoon,
June 2, to answer students' questions on the
professional stage. A capacity audience interrogated Miss Rush in the Little Theater
from l to 2 p .m .
Did you have any trouble in the transition from acting on film to acting on the
stage ?
The face and the eyes are very important
on film. Film exaggerates the performers'
features and gestures. I had no trouble on
stage. You use the same techniques with a
little more projection on the stage than in
films.
What do you consider to be your biggest
problem with a play?
In " Forty Carats" there is a big problem
with fatigue. In an old fashioned situation
comedy like "Forty Carats," the actors
must go on charged with energy and maintaining the pace is very tiring. The audience's laughter makes the difference. The
actors must h ave a good time while per-

forming in order to emanate a mood of
la ughter which is projected into. the audience.
What is the hardest part of being an actress?
The hardest part of being an actress is
finding the real "you." It must be imagined
as a reincarnation; as playing "you" in a
different set of circumstances.
What work have you done in television?
Among the things that I have done for
television were "Peyton Place." I worked
on it for a year, four hours a week and made
lots and lots of money. It was divine.
Describe the time you felt you had become a professional.
When I received by first pay check ... .l
wanted to be an actress so much I didn't
care if I was good or bad. I guess I felt professional the first time I saw myself on film
and thought I was pretty good. But the very
first time I saw myself on film, I didn 't only
want to quit acting, I wanted to commit sui cide. I guess I felt professional when I
thought I could offer something. The important things in being a professional actor
is conveying the truth a nd being "you."

What's happening on the West Coast?
It's rather rough right now. The picture
business as I know it is over. However,
Broadway is rather healthy now; better than
ten years ago. The films seem to be aimed at
people under 25 . I don't know what people
over 25 are supposed to do. The big thing
now is television. All the big stars are in TV .
What's wrong with the films and stage?
Unions interfere with the films and stage.
There are union musicians who pick up
their pay checks every Friday at the "Forty
Carats" set in the Blackstone. The funny
thing is that they must be paid for every
show in the U.S. whether they play or not.
How do you enter the stage today?
Anybody could try out for the show at
Drury Lane while I was there before "Forty
Carats" began . There are lots of theaters
open for young people to enter the stage
here. Churches and gyms are fine places for
productions . I attended my daughter's
school play here, " Hal:'Py Time," at
Francis Parker school. If you want to be an
actor go act.
Are actors born or made ?
I was made . If you're good, you're good
in movies or on stage. Only bad actors are
dishonest ones.
What's your favorite movie?
I guess "The Philadelphia Story" was
the most fun watching.
How often do you change dresses in a
play?
The dresses are a breeze, it's much more
of a challenge pulling on panty hose over a
dripping body in five minutes.
Who was the best actor you ever worked
with ?
Scott McKay was about the best.
Who is going to be the female lead in the
movie version of "Forty Carats?"
Audrey Hepburn has been asked to do
the film but she hasn't acce pted yet because
she feels the story line would be too close to
her own life.
What was your worst performance?
In the film , "Taza, Son of Cochise."
Miss Rush concluded by saying she enjoyed her stay in Chicago despite bouts with
sinus, bronchitis, laringitis and pneumonia.
She excused herself early ... for a doctor's
appointment. ....

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER

Del
Breckenfeld
,
Today there seems to be as many labels for music as there are bands, We have Jazz
rock, Folk rock, Acid rock, Shlock rock, and Crotch rock. But there is one group that is
influenced by so many different types of music that with each new album they refuse to be
pinned down by any label. They were voted the second best group in England (next to the
Beatles) by a poll taken by Melody Maker last year. The group calls itself Jethro Tull
(after the man who invented the plow) and is headed by a young Flutist named Ian
Anderson, who also has one of the most interesting and original stage presentations of all
time. On first hearing Jethro ,T ull, one might be tempted to classify it Jazz rock. In fact, on
their first of three albums, they do a version of the first song Anderson ever learned on the
-Flute - "Serenade to a Cuckoo" by the well-known Jazz musician Roland Kirk. However,
a closer listening to each album in progression shows that there's more than meets the ear.
A little over two years ago, Ian Anderson had never even touched a flute. He was
strictly a lead singer, who one day picked up a flute in a pawn shop, because he wanted
something to do onstage besides sing. Now he plays the instrument as if he had been born
with it. Technically, he is not a schooled musician but when he begins to play the flute
with such expression and originality, nobody really cares how well he can read music. He
has been compared favorably to Roland Kirk, among others, but he refuses to acknowledge their similarities, if any do exist. This stress on originality coupled with his hatred for
"rock & roll", produces sounds that are as progressive as any other regardless of their
label.
Okay, so it's evident that Jethro Tull's acceptence has previously relied very much on
Ian's flute. However on their newest album, "Benefit", (Reprise 6400) there is a little less
flute and a little more development of the rest of the group and Ian's vocals. Although
Anderson wrote all the songs on the album, many of them, like "to cry you a song",
"son", and "nothing to say", are built upon the lead guitar themes of Martin Barre, and
some contain no flute •whatsoever. When the flute is used, much of the time it is put
through various electronic effects. One thing about Andersons' voice; it doesn't have the
presence or the uniqueness of, say, a Cocker, and because of this may tend to become
somewhat boring. But if you think of it as sort of a vehicle to convey his wonderful
melodies and strong words, it works! It's as if he was using it as one would play an
instrument - it doesn't scream with emotion, rather he manipulates it, knowing exactly
what the next note will be, and where it will lead.
The album is incredibly balanced and gains strength with track. One of the best cuts is
"teacher", which clearly shows.the overall depth of the band . The song is based on one of
the most popular aild simple chord progressions outside of stock blues. However Barre,
along with bassist Glenn Cornick and drummer Clive Bunker, play.it with ,new life-:- The
theme is not about school teacher, but .more of a teacher of life, not unlike Hesses'
Siddartha. The melody is intriging and the song shifts through a series of structural
changes that include, among other things, a powerful guitar pattern, and a back and forth
lead between the flute through a leslie and the guitar. All in all it is one of their best songs

a

.

~~~-

Jethro 1:ull has come a long way and "Benefit" ma~ks their most adventurous effort yet.
They contmue to be one of the few totaly original groups who have left themselves open
to experimentation by not being bogged down by any one label. One last tote - Listen to
"Sossity your a woman" and you'll swear you're back in the Midieval period playing host
to a group of strolling minstrels, if you know what I mean .

FOLK DANCE
CLUB REPORTS
The Folk Dance Club felt greatly rewarded when they received enthusiasm,
appreciative "Ah!'"s, laughter, and applause as they performed for young students on Friday, May 22, at the Queen of
Angels elementary school, near the intersection of Lawrence and Western.
One of the nuns from the school (who
happened to have a particular interest in
Irish step-dancing) had seen the "Inter. national Happening" at NISC in Novem-

ber and asked Folk Dance Club Sponsor
Mrs. Victoria Bestock if the NISC folk
dancers would perform for her school.
The dans;ers danced dances from Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Mexico,
Sweden, and Switzerland.
Anyone interested in learning dances
from these countries and/or others are welcome to come and dance in the gym annex
on Thursdays at- I P.M .
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GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 oz. Pitcher of Beer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK

:-:::;

t ." n.-.un/ 11n,I ( ."uz~ -

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE

RIBS

To eat he-re- or take- ovt

Brotvv urst & o th er " great "
Char coal B ro iled Item s

Chicago Avenue at Michigan.

llati■ees

Fv

Cinema Theatre

Daily • for student group rates call: WH 4-5667

PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mod e'it Prices.
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

:;:;:;:

,.....,per, from lunch tdl 2 AM
·
7 da ys. a we-~k
AMPL E

2741 W. Howord St.

973-0990

l

FREE PARKING

:47 N. Well s

664-2393
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Gene
Corey
Report
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If you're not a regular reader of the PRINT's sports page, don't stop reading just yet.
Today's column is a hodgepodge of sports and a few irrelevant observations. This was
caused by all of our school's sports closing up gym for the year, leaving nothing for me to
write about. (Now there's a conspiracy for you.)
/
On the curriculum side of sports - the Faculty Senate, in its collective wisdom, will
oecide within the next couple of weeks, whet~er physical education should be a required
discipline for Northeastern. In case you haven't heard, the new curriculum of thirty
required hours for graduation, instead of sixty-three, had been voted into effect a couple
weeks ago.
Physica l education courses, however, were not included. So, after much debating, the
Senate will decide if three extra hours of gym should be added, bringing the total to thirtythree .
I thought of polling the phys ed faculty about their opinions; but realized that would be
like asking the Pope if churches should be taxed. So I put it before the people, asking several
philosophy majors and art students how they felt.
Actuall y, I interrupted a few students at random in the cafeteria, and conducted a miniGallup. No shattering results emerged, but some of the statistics are interesting.
About half (54 per cent) of those polled thought gym should be required, and the other
half (logically enough) thought it shouldn't.
A couple reasons in favor were: 'These gym courses are the only exercise that a lot of
kids get. I think six or seven hours should be required. " And , "If they stick music in there,
they might as we ll put gym in, too. " A response aga inst didn't si ngle out physical educa 0
tion. " I don't think 11ny courses should be required at the college level."
Interestingly, of those on the side of required gym, two-thirds favored one or two hours ,
instead of three. And on the sex basis; 85 per cent of all men polled were in favor of required
gym compared with 27 per cent of women.
These findings are open to dispute, and are subject to change without notice.
************

;,

Ground has officially broken for Northeastern's new science building last Thursday.
About two hundred persons turned out for the ceremonies. Ed Sullivan couldn't have
handled the show better than President Sachs. The whole deal, with visiting dignitaries and
a ll , had the potential for a t least an hours worth of "On this auspicious occasion, we are
gathered to ... " But Dr. Sachs introduced everybody to the crowd, hustled a few up to the
microphone, and hustled them off, taking up only fifteen minutes. This was welcome, as'
most of the gathering only came to see the solid gold shovel , and the rest came for the punch
and cookies.

************
Driving etiquette is a bit strange. Usually, just about anything goes - stealing precious
parking spaces, swearing out the window, cutting guys off, and honking at red lights. The
law of the Detroit jungle prevails. But, should a fellow ·motorist forget to turn his lights on
at night, the other guys will break a foot to flick on their brights, and it's suddenly Love
1
Your Neighbor time.

************
Now that biologists have created genes in a test tube, maybe one of them will work on the
extraordinary mind-reading powers of the egg. Even after refrigeration, chicken eggs have
sensory perceptions unequaled elsewhere in Nature. For example - you want to fry a few
eggs. After gently taking them out of their carton, you place them in a nice unrollin~ area.
One by one you crack them just so on the edge of the frying pan. If you're thinking
"sunny-side up," though, one of the rascally yolks, for no apparent reason, will fall apart
and slither all over. But, if you're in the mood for scrambled eggs, the eggs could be tossed
around, thrown up and down for ten minutes, played catch with, juggled, and cracked
against the edge of the stove. Since they know they're going to be scrambled, beautiful
unblemished yolks wiil result every time.

To wind up the sport section for this issue, the last call is sounded for women's intramural singles badminton. Play starts tomorrow.
-

************

Quote for the day ..." l don't explain - I explore." - Marsha ll McLuhan
************
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